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SYNOPSIS

This study focuses_on__gender segregation in the Australian labour market and
constructions of skill. Women's wõrkls often defined as unskiffeO Uy cónvinúonat
definitions of the term and is, by implication, regarded as less vatua'Ute itrun--"n,,
work even when differences bêweèn the nr
exist. This is because definitions of s

As a result 'skill' often reflects masc
associated with women's 'femininitv' are
In this way rhe social definition óf sn

'obje.ctive' manner. women are not clustered in 'unskilled'
a universal lack of skill but because the social definition of
st them.

ather than technically or biologically
three parts. A reviewbf tne theo"retical

nd skill. Conclusions are then qiven
ith specific reference to the rõle of

final chapter examines the past and pres
category_of workers in the hospitality i
hotel trade.

attention particularly those in the hospit
feminist research to direct its attention tð debates surrounding skill.




